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Now available in Mossy Oak New Break-Up, SPEEDFEED Synthetic Shotgun Stocks
provide the serious hunter with the added edge of firearm concealment, while upgrading
the quality of the stock and fore-end. These stocks and fore-ends are created with
30-percent glass-filled polymer and are thicker for maximum durability in the field. The
pieces are coated with a tough camouflage film that is guaranteed not to chip or crack.
The new pattern is available on the company’s patented stocks, which feature additional
shelf space inside the stock.

Royal Purple’s synthetic gun oil works well in a variety of temperatures and will not
thicken in cold weather. Its performance advantages come from Synerlec, the company’s
proprietary chemical technology that strengthens the oil for unmatched performance and
protection.
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Coleman’s Exponent Dual Fuel Apollo is the ideal way to get a warm meal, even in the most
remote hunting location. The fully adjustable flame is capable of producing 9.000 BTUs,
yet only weighs 15.9 ounces (without the fuel bottle). It operates on either Coleman Liquid
Fuel or unleaded gasoline and the stainless steel legs can be folded for compact storage.

The EVO S 557, from Wenger, is perfect for your next hunt. Unlike most other Swiss Army
knives, its main blade locks securely for touch-up work on a hide or those occasions
when you forget your hunting knife. Its 13 implements include a 2 1/2-inch locking blade,
adjustable pliers, scissors, locking screwdriver, cap lifter, wire stripper, wrench, Phillips
head screwdriver, can opener, awl, nail file, corkscrew, toothpick and tweezers. At only 3
1/4 inches in length, weighing 4 1/2 ounces. It’s a great backup for today’s hunters.
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The “Longhunter Muzzleloading Big Game Record Book”, fourth edition, which was
published by the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association in 2004, is a great resource for
traditional hunters. The hard-cover volume covers 32 game animals, photos of some of
the largest taken by muzzleloading hunters and thousands of entries with complete details
on where and when the animals were taken. To enter your big-game animal for the next
edition, you don’t even have to be an NMLRA member.
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This classic Trails End Model 94 from Winchester, offered only by the NRA Foundation in a
special limited-edition run of 1,050 units, is chambered in .44 Rem, Mag., has a 20-inch
barrel and includes a top tang safety and custom embelishments by Baron Technology,
The receiver, bands and barrel have an overall nickel finish, with 24-karat gold plating on
a border scroll. In addition, Baron added a monogram logo, elk scene and gold sequential
custom serialization. On the left side Baron has 24-karat gold plating on a border scrollengraved NRA monogram logo and a deer scene.
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